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ding business man replied; “the old joker I like

best was Nero. Nero did things. Demosthenes

was a wind-jammer.”

* * +

NATURAL INSTRUMENTS OF

SOCIAL SERVICE.

II. From Feudalism to Capitalism.-Feudalism.

Pardon me, Doctor; indulge me a little further.

I have not yet wholly explained our socialistic

friend's misapprehension (p. 557) as I conceive

the explanation to be. I have spoken only of the

habit he has in common with business men, of

confusing the natural with the artificial instru

ments of social service. This habit is doubtless

due very largely to the fact of their interchange

ability, and their consequent capitalization in

common. Being the same in capitalistic appear

ance, they seem to him to be in the same category

of social effects and causes. And you know how

earnestly our friend urges his historical point—

the theory that we have passed from the age of

feudalism into what he regards as the funda

mentally different age of capitalism. He thinks,

you will recollect, that in consequence of this

change, monopoly of land has become of less im

portance than monopoly of capital—or at any rate

of no greater importance. Here again he ap

pears to me to be under the influence of a capi

talistic superficiality. It is really, I take it, first

cousin to the other one. Don't you think it about

the same? Surely there can't be much difference.

If we think of capital (an artificial and repro

ducible product of land), and of land (the nat

ural and unproducible source of capital), as iden

tical because they are interchangeable in trade,

we are not far from the equally mistaken idea that

monopoly of capital has come to be of equal or

greater social importance than monopoly of land.

But, however that may be, let's consider our

friend's historical argument.

We have, indeed, passed from an age of feudal

ism to an age of capitalism—from an age in which

the landlord was dominant, to one in which the

capitalist is dominant. But our socialistic friend

loses his balance, I think, over the essentials of

this transition. What if the capitalist has dis

placed the landlord? Does it follow that the

powers which may be incidental to capitalism have

superseded the powers that are incidental to

landlordism? I think not. To accept such rea

soning is to put form above substance. It is to

regard the ephemeral name or mask of landlord

ism as more vital than its essential power.

In the feudal period, which was quite distinctly

an age of landlordism, there were no capitalists in

the modern sense. To be sure, it is true that in

the free commercial cities there was commercial

capital even in feudal times, and a degree of

capitalization of land such as distinguishes pres

ent day capitalism. But those cities were only

capitalistic pioneers, mere intruders here and

there into the vast social territory over which

landlordism held undisputed sway. As a rule,

the landlord class was the ruling class; the work

ing class was the dependent class; and the capi

talist class, to the extent that there was one, was

a toady class. You know the “push” that so

ciety's uppertendom of today contemptuously calls

“climbers.” Well, the capitalist class under feu

dalism was a good deal of the same breed—obse

quious to their “betters,” the landlord class, and

insolent to their “inferiors,” the working class.

Yet they were the germ of a new kind of aris

tocracy which is only now coming into flower.

Strictly speaking, there were only two social

classes in feudal times, the landlord class and

the working class; for the capitalists were work

ers as well as “climbers,”—workers in their man

ufacturing and commercial pursuits, and “climb

ers” in their ambitions for power. Landlord and

worker, social monarch and social servitor—these

alone can be distinctly classified in the feudal

regime, both as to their economic interests and

as to their personality. But with extensions of

personal liberty, the working class evolved capital

istic interests which encroached more and more

upon feudalism. Those encroachments are trace

able, however, to no such economic power of capi

tal monopoly over land monopoly, of monopoly of

the artificial instruments of production over mon

opoly of natural instruments of production, as

our socialistic friend infers. There was no sub

stitution for land monopoly of capital monopoly.

There was simply a commercial absorption of

landlord interests by capitalist interests. As the

landlord class under feudalism had held dominion

over the labor class, including what there then

was of a capitalist class, so the capitalist class

has come under capitalism to hold dominion over

the labor class and what there is left of the land

lord class. But this has involved no shifting of

economic power from the natural to the artificial

instruments of production. It is nothing more

than a shifting of the ownership of the natural

instruments of production from a landlord class

to a capitalist class. The relative power of land

monopoly and capital monopoly remains unal

tered. What difference can it make to the rest of

us, Doctor, whether landlordism absorbs owner

ship of capital. or capitalism absorbs ownership
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of land? The thing that really concerns us is

the question of how we shall most easily and

most effectively dry up the source of the evil

power of either.

Our friend refers to capitalism, you recall, as

a stage in the progress of society from protoplasm

to perfection—or, as old Judge Stinson used to

say sometimes when he struck a snag in a farm

survey, “from approximately thence, to

there or thereabouts.” He looks back to

feudalism, you remember also, as an old land

mark along the same social highway; and he ac

counts for it as an evolution from what I shall

have to call the personal slavery period, for I

forget the name he uses. His history of this

great human pilgrimage is all right in the main,

I suppose; but I have my doubts about some of

his interpretations, haven’t you? In resolving

our doubts, we can't go back to protoplasm quite

as confidently as our friend does, in the simplic

ity of his materialistic faith; for even you, my

dear Doctor, with all your tendency to agree with

his philosophy of the origin of things, are in

clined to balk at some of his inferences. But we

may in our minds run rapidly along the path of

this pilgrimage from the point at which it de

bouches from the wilderness of scientific con

jecture into the foggy lowlands of history.

No, indeed, I guess we won't try to settle any

of the disputes of the historically learned. We

won’t try to settle anything. We won’t even try

to be profound. We will merely try to brush up

on such general learning as can be obtained from

any good school history. The trouble with people

these days is not that they don’t know enough to

consider their social problems, but that they don't

think enough about what they know. What do

we find, then, as we glance down the pathway of

economic history?

Well, leaving out the protoplasmic secrets and

the mystical Edenic era, the era of the innocence

of ignorance, we confront the history of human

progress at a point where human selfishness had

in one way and another acquired the power of

getting service without giving service. This was

apparently done at first by subjugation of the

person direct; for slavery is one of the earliest

phenomena of which we have historical demon

stration. But subjugation of the person indirect

ly by means of land monopoly is also one of the

earliest devices for getting without giving. These

are the only ways of making slavery, when you

get down to the last analysis. As an historical

speculation it would seem that land monopoly

must have been secondary in point of time; for

you can’t enslave men by monopolizing land,

unless you monopolize all that they can gain

access to. And we find this speculation borne

out by the historical fact that indirect enslavement

by means of land monopoly has existed only where

land was scarce relatively to its desirability for

use. Where land was plentiful relatively to its

uses, as in the old pastoral regions, enslavement

by direct subjugation of the person was the only

kind of servitude. But where land was relatively

scarce, we find a condition of landlessness gen

erating conditions of slavery.

Only the other day I was reading some of

Herbert Spencer's speculations on this very point.

He seems to think that in the human make up

there is a natural sense of private property which

relates to moveables and to habitations, and that

these species of property were habitually recog

nized in primitive society. It is to this sense

that he attributes social development. From a

primitive individual’s assertion of property in his

moveables and structures, comes a consciousness

of right to the use of the parts of the earth to

which moveables and structures adhere. Then

comes a family claim to localities, which develops

into a patriarchal claim and thence into com

munal claims. By communal claims, you are to

understand those under which the land is held as

common property by all its occupants except per

sonal slaves. It may be occupied and worked

individually—that is, private possession of par

ticular sites may be recognized,—but the common

ownership, if I understand Spencer's point, is

never lost sight of. If the occupant departs, he

has no land to sell. If the population increases,

new apportionments are made.

The change from this condition, as I apprehend

Spencer, is accounted for by force. This seems

to be the only adequate cause—internal or ex

ternal force. The change, that is, from common

ownership to individual ownership of places on

the planet, is to be accounted for as slavery is

accounted for. Only force accounts for the own

ership of men; only force can account for the

ownership of the land on which men must live if

they live at all. After the initial force of con

quest, according to the Spencerian explanation,

a period of contract sets in with reference to land,

precisely as it does with reference to slavery.

Land is held under contract of trust, as in some

species or variations of feudalism; or under con

tract of ownership, as in some species or varia

tions of capitalism. The force in which slavery

and land ownership originated is thus perpetuated

by internal regulations of public policy—by what
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our communist-anarchist friend over the way de

nounces as “government.” And of course sel

fishness—personal selfishness, and class selfish

ness if you please, perverts the contract. If it

is a trust contract under feudalism, it grows into

absolutism and comes to wear a halo of divine

right; if it is an ownership contract under capi

talism, it also grows into absolutism but carries

the baton of business might.

Now, Doctor, we may see all this working out,

I think, if we recall our studies, such as they

were, of European history. The Roman domin

ions were conquests. Part of the lands the Ro

mans conquered were left to the original inhabi

tants; the rest were taken as public lands, some

of which were cut up into Roman homesteads

and sold or rented, the rest being held as a public

domain very much as we hold the great unde

veloped West—I mean, as we used to. But by

internal aggressions the common lands of Rome

came to be largely the property of the patricians.

This made the land question “the eternal ques

tion at Rome.” Contractual land ownership led

to land monopoly in Rome as it doubtless had

done in the other countries of antiquity, and as

it always will do anywhere.

Don’t the land laws of Moses suggest a lesson

he had probably learned at the Egyptian court?

Isn’t it probable that patrician ownership of land

had developed in Egypt as it afterwards did in

Rome, and that Moses saw its power? It is dif

ficult in any other way to explain the Jewish

year of jubilee with reference to land—the fiftieth

year of ownership, when all lands were to revert

to their original possessors. All contractual own

erships of land were upon that condition of re

version. Thus the principle of common owner

ship was recognized, and perpetual monopoly made

practically impossible. You don’t see how? Well,

Milman, the historian, saw how. In his history

of the Jews, Milman describes that jubilee-year

regulation as “a singular agrarian law, which

maintained the general equality, and effectually

prevented the accumulation of large masses of

property in one family, to the danger of the

national independence and the establishment of

a great oligarchy.” These Mosaic contracts of

land tenure were like ground leases, with a term

of fifty years; they were not like deeds of own

ership to endure “while grass grows and water

runs.”

But it was the Roman, not the Jewish system,

that prevailed. For while it was a maxim of the

Roman law, as it is of our law in most jurisdic

tions, that all land was held of the sovereign, yet

absolute private ownership was in fact the rule

with the old Romans as it is with us. And I

wish, Doctor, that you would put a pin in right

there, against the time when our socialistic friend

lectures us again upon the present capitalistic

system as something new. The capitalistic sys

tem is simply the contract system. So was the

Roman. Rome had personal slavery, it is true;

but so have we had personal slavery. Rome had

landlordism also; but it was landlordism as we

have it—the ownership of land as a commodity.

The ownership of land in Rome was in practice

allodial, as it is with us. If there is any dif

ference it is of form and not of substance. In

our time capitalists monopolize capital through

monopoly of land, thereby enslaving working

men; whereas in Rome it was landlords that

monopolized capital. In cddition the Romans

owned workingmen as commodities precisely as

we have done down into your day and mine.

But I have no special desire to press my point

that the social pathway runs along a period of

ownership contracts into the feudal period of

trust contracts, and thence to another period of

ownership contracts differing from the Roman

only in form and not in substance. Although I

believe this to be true, I am nevertheless quite

willing to disregard it and accept for our pur

poses our socialistic friend's idea of a personal

enslavement period (represented by Rome), giv

ing way to a landlord period (represented by the

feudalism of the Middle Ages), which has now

begun to give way to a period of capitalism. So

let us jog along our pathway of social progress

again.

At the period of the decline of Rome the sys

tem of allodial or contractual ownership of land

was almost universal, although the term “allo

dial” did not come into vogue until needed as

an antonym to “feudal.” Said to be a term of

the Middle Ages, suggested by the tribal customs

of northern Europe, “allodial” denominates the

tenure of absolute property in land as distin

guished from that of conditional property in land.

In their origin, allodial tenures were perpetual,

transferable and inheritable, and were subject to

no conditions whatever but the bare necessities

of public defense. But in time there came to be

a species of allodial tenures known as “fiscal

lands,” which were reserved to the king, who

made gifts from them to court favorites. These

gifts—“benefices” they were called—were utilized

by the beneficiaries to draw power unto them

selves. They carved out sub-gifts for their own

favorites—sub-tenancies, as we should call them;

sub-infeudations as they were called in those days.

By sub-infeudation the under tenants declared
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allegiance to the beneficiaries, who had declared

theirs to the king; and in this manner feudalism

as a system is believed to have originated. The

king was overlord, but the beneficiaries were

lords—barons with subjects of their own, whose

allegiance was not to the king but to them. This

had the effect of prostrating the authority of the

king. For the beneficiaries, supported by their

tenantry, were able to command an overwhelming

military force, either to support or to defy him.

And they added to their power by forcing all

allodial proprietors into their service. Through

their rapacity they had created a reign of terror

among allodial proprietors—something like that

which prevails among independent business men

today who find themselves threatened by great

trusts and who join the trust rather than be

crushed by it. So the terrorized allodialists glad

ly surrendered their allodial holdings on condi

tion of getting them back as feudal tenures. As

the military compact of feudalism between land

lord and tenant, or lord and vassal, was their

only hope of protection, they delivered over their

lands as gracefully as Slim Jim Pulsifer gave

over his pocket book to the “hold-up” man—de

livered them to the powerful lords, and received

them back again charged with the feudal con

tract. This obligated the tenant to support the

lord, and the lord to protect the tenant. It was

a contract of trust, don't you see? in contradis

tinction to contracts of ownership.

The historical circumstances were such, how

ever, that those feudal obligations developed a

paternal relationship which had its attractive as

well as its repulsive aspects as compared with the

contractual tie–whether of trust or of absolute

ownership—which had preceded feudalism and has

come again. Custom, personal attachment, grati

tude, honor, dread of penalization and infamy,

cemented by the sanctions of religion, all contrib

uted to that homogeneity which raised feudalism

to the level of a social system.

As a political institution, Mr. Bryce describes

feudalism—let me get his “Holy Roman Em

pire,” and quote. Ah, here it is at page 113. He

defines feudalism politically as—

the system which made the owner of a piece of land,

whether large or small, the sovereign of those who

dwelt thereon: an annexation of personal to territor

ial authority more familiar to Eastern despotism than

to the free races of primitive Europe. On this prin

ciple were founded, and by it are explained, feudal

law and justice, feudal finance, feudal legislation,

each tenant holding toward his lord the position which

his own tenants held toward himself. And it is just

because the relation was so uniform, the principle

so comprehensive, the ruling class so firmly bound

to its support, that feudalism has been able to lay

upon society that grasp which the struggles of more

than twenty generations have scarcely shaken off.

But all powerful, Doctor, as was that grasp in

the eleventh century, and slowly as society has

been able to shake it off, the evidences of its de

cline soon after the eleventh century are quite

obvious. By the fifteenth century new social

forces had greatly reduced its power; and in our

day there are few feudal remnants except in our

law of land tenures, and not so very many there.

Feudalism has been almost completely superseded

by capitalism.
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The Bryan-Roosevelt Controversy.

Mr. Bryan's reply to Mr. Roosevelt's letter of

the 27th appeared in the newspapers of the 30th.

After referring to Mr. Roosevelt’s “attempt to

shift the issue,” both as to his charges against Gov.

Haskell and as to his insinuations against Mr.

Bryan himself, Mr. Bryan writes:

You have since given wings to accusations that no

disinterested party would make against another with

out investigation.

His letter then refers to Mr. Roosevelt's accusa

tion that a St. Louis lawyer employed in a case

by the Standard Oil Company is supporting Bryan,

and says:

While the trust attorney to whom you refer is not

an official of a trust, I will warn him and, through

him, his clients that if I am elected I will not only

vigorously enforce against all offenders the laws’

which we hope to have enacted in compliance with

the Democratic platform, but that I also will vigorous

ly enforce existing laws against any and all who vio

late them, and that I will enforce them, not spasmod

ically and intermittently, but persistently and con

sistently: they will not be suspended, even for the

protection of cabinet officers.

Turning then to Mr. Roosevelt’s assertion that

the attitude of many men of large financial in

terests warrants him in expressing the belief that

those trust magnates whose fear of being prose

uted under the law by Mr. Taft is greater than

their fear of general business adversity under

Bryan, are supporting Bryan rather than Taft,

Mr. Bryan responds:

You have attempted to word that statement in such


